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- September 2020 
- every Friday and Saturday 

starting from 8:00 PM 
- Kino in der Reitschule/ 

Neubrückstrasse 8, 3012 Bern

Event Information

More Inform at ion at :

www.kult uralink .org/ k ino-program

KINO KOSOVA
in

September 2020

https://www.kulturalink.org/kino-program
https://qkk-rks.com/en-us/
http://kino.reitschule.ch/reitschule/kino/


?Transforming the way people see the world through film? is our mission 
statement, and we endeavor to inspire audiences to express themselves and 
their cultural perspectives through the shared experience of the moving image 
?  regardless of ethnicity, ability, or socioeconomic status.

Kulturalink and Kino in der Reitschule are planning a series of events in September 
2020 in Bern. The month of September will be dedicated to movies produced in 
Kosovo and the Diaspora, tackling different aspects of kosovar (and european) 
society, such as migration, gender roles, etc.

Society is reflected in movies and in turn, movies influence society by changes in 
representations and transforming viewers? opinions. The films have been selected 
for their potential to reflect the struggles and desires of a young nation located on 
the geographical and political margins of Europe.

An important goal of this project is to invite director to the screenings, giving them 
the opportunity to give further insight into their work and to interact with the 
audience.

This event is part of a project initiated by Kulturalink, aiming to build cultural 
bridges between the Balkan region and Switzerland, and it has its long term goal 
on co- building this cultural bridge with other partner organizations from that 
region, with the purpose to create connection and exchange programs for artists 
and youngsters in general, who use artistic skills, such as: photography, video, 
theater, fine art and music, as a tool for promotion and understanding of Social 
Culture and enhancement of critical thinking.



Kino Kosova in Kino in der Reitschule - It 's about migration history (s), visas and 
laws, about return and contemplation and about the hopes and struggles of a 
generation that grew up on the geographical and political fringes of Europe. On 
the basis of current Kosovar filmmaking - from Kosovo as well as from the 
diaspora - we bring stories into circulation that sometimes tell us more about 
Europe than about Kosovo itself.  

Kino Program :

- FR, 04.09. Sans le Kosovo /  Toni & Bler i ? Two short films and two 
generations of migration history.

- SA, 05.09. Zvicra ? ...that 's the name of Switzerland in Albanian. Portraits 
in the 5th national language.

- FR, 11.09. Me dasht ' m e dasht ' m e dasht '? An artist couple from 
Prishtina on their way to Zurich on a documentary road trip.

- SA, 12.09. Nënt or i i  Ft oht ë ? The focus of this feature film is Fadili, whom 
the political turnaround in the 90s posed a tough test.

- FR, 18.09. Trapped by Law ? The documentary accompanies the German 
Roma and hip-hoppers, Kefaet and Selami, as they are returned to Kosovo 
- their supposed home.

- SA, 19.09.Never  Back  Hom e ? Describes the difficult living conditions of 
some Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian families since the loss of their houses in 
the Kosovo conflict.

- FR, 25.09. Pick  a Nam e /  Ajo /  Be a Man ? Three short films deal with the 
reality of patriarchal structures that affect both women and men.

- SA, 26.09. Zana ? In the internationally successful feature film, a young 
woman defends herself against the impossible demands of the family and 
seeks her own way.
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